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YelTemp | YelWarning | YelCharge | YelWeather | YelCloud

Yeltech design and manufacture bespoke remote monitoring 

products; o!ering practical and cost-e!ective engineering 

solutions. Using expert experience and advanced IoT & AI 

technology, we strive to create a partnership where we are 

trusted to deliver solutions that aid and produce solid results 

to suit each individual need.

< Data & Information

Directory

Yeltech

NEW: Tension Monitoring 
with OLE Balance Weight 
Monitoring System

Yeltech introduces an intelligent, ultra-light, compact, and easy to install device 
which monitors the movement of the weights, transmitting the real-time data to 

their smart hub. Setting the bar for predictive and preventative smart monitoring.

Proactive Maintenance 

Founded In 2004, Yeltech have 
succeeded in understanding 
industry needs and advanced in 
creating innovative solutions, 
becoming a market leader for all 
monitoring needs. Using wireless 

data transmission capabilities, 
Yeltech create a seamless 
communication between product-
to-engineer, enabling for maximum 
\^]Xc^aX]V�QT]TŌcb��KXcW�P�
unique, cloud-based system, their 
products can provide accurate, 
aTP[�cX\T�d_SPcTb�U^a�TňTRcXeT�PbbTc�
management.

MT[cTRW�CňTa�_aPRcXRP[�P]S�R^bc�
TňTRcXeT�T]VX]TTaX]V�b^[dcX^]b�U^a�
an expanding range of industries; 
including rail, buildings and 
structures, water, drainage, and 
environmental management. Their 
portfolio is an array of proven, 
established and, dependable 
technologies, that keeps safety and 
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adaptability at the forefront. 
The newest attribute to their 
_a^SdRc�[X]T�Xb�cWT�6P[P]RT�KTXVWc�
A^]Xc^aX]V�8TeXRT�
6KA8��U^a�C@9�
maintenance.

Overcoming Challenges 
Together

CeTaWTPS�@X]T�9`dX_\T]c�-�^a�C@9�
-�Xb�cWT�]P\T�aPX[fPh�T]VX]TTab�VXeT�
to the assembly of masts, gantries 
P]S�fXaTb�U^d]S�P[^]V�T[TRcaXŌTS�
railways. The steel and cable have 
^][h�^]T�_da_^bT�-�c^�bd__[h�_^fTa�
to make electric trains move.

The catenary and contact wires 
are installed in lengths that are 
tensioned at either end to keep 
the contact wire still, so that a 
good contact with the pantograph 
is maintained. Both wires are 
tensioned with the tensions either 
being made to be constant (auto 
cT]bX^]��^a�ŌgTS�
ŌgTS�cTa\X]PcX^]���
causing the tension to vary with 
temperature.

Fixed termination lines will expand 
during hot weather, reducing the 
cT]bX^]�X]�bTRcX^]b�^U�cWT�C@9�
environment. This can lead to a 
risk of passing trains damaging the 
contact wire, eventually leading to 
STfXaT\T]cb�P]S�bXV]XŌRP]c�ST[Phb�
to services on the network.

The conventional tensioning 
mechanism consists of a braced 
mast and iron weights. These 
weights move up and down 
according to the ambient 
cT\_TaPcdaT�fWXRW�PňTRc�cWT�
tensioning and can cause service 
disruptions.

Wirelessly, Remotely, 
Accurately

HWT�6P[P]RT�KTXVWc�A^]Xc^aX]V�
8TeXRT�
6KA8��MT[cTRW�WPeT�

developed uses advanced IoT 
technology, monitoring the 
movement of the weight and the 
ambient temperature continuously, 
logging all real-time data onto 
YelCloud; an intelligent hub created 
for meticulous monitoring and data 
analysis.

The innovative system features 
smart alarming capabilities; 
allowing pre-determined thresholds 
c^�QT�b_TRXŌTS��P]S�fWT]�cWT�
thresholds have been met or 
exceeded, the device will send 
an alarm to notify the end user, 
implementing further safety 
measures to be put in place and/or 
maintenance is required.

9ňTRcXeT[h�aTSdRX]V�\P]dP[�
\^]Xc^aX]V��eXbXcb�c^�caPRZ�P]S�
Ud[Ō[[X]V�cWT�V^P[�^U�[Tbb�Q^^cb�^]�
QP[[Pbc��

How It Works

HWT�6KA8�Xb�_a^VaP\\TS�c^�
caP]b\Xc�cWT�SPcP�^]�b_TRXŌR�
instructions with an internal 
threshold of a given movement (i.e., 
����R\���HWT�6KA8�fX[[�fPZT�d_�
every 30 minutes to read and record 
the values of temperature and the 

measurements of A & B 

bTT�SXPVaP\�^__^bXcT��

The device has 2 transmissions 
\^STb�-�

Normal transmission rate of the 
6KA8�\TP]b�cWT�STeXRT�fX[[�bc^aT�
the data collected every 30 minutes 
if the measurements do not exceed 
thresholds set. The data/readings 
will then be sent to the server every 
12 hours.

Fast Transmission rate of the 
6KA8�Xb�fWT]�cWT�\^eT\T]c�
exceeds the threshold (i.e., +/-20cm 
- this threshold will be set by the 
T]S�dbTa���KWT]�cWT�6KA8�fPZTb�
up, if the weights have moved more 
than 20cm, then it will transmit 
data to the server every 30 or 60 
minutes, maintaining the operation 
in Fast Transmission Mode until the 
distance is below the 20cm set.

?Th�:TPcdaTb�P]S�6T]TŌcb

• I[caP�@XVWcfTXVWc�STbXV]�P]S�
easy to install - Installation can 
be carried within 10 minutes.

• @^]V�[XUT�QPccTah�
d_�c^���hTPab��
-�5e^XSX]V�c^�aTVd[Pa�bXcT�eXbXcb�

6P[P]RT�KTXVWc�A^]Xc^aX]V�8TeXRT�X]�dbT�X]�6TSU^aS�U^a�BTcf^aZ�FPX[�
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• 9Pa[h�=ST]cXŌRPcX^]�^U�_^cT]cXP[�
tension issues - Alarms will be 
sent when a predetermined 
threshold has been reached.

• FTPSX[h�PePX[PQ[T�5__�-�JXTf�
real-time data and measure 
devices on the go.

• 24/7 Technical Support.

Technology you can 
Trust

Yeltechs leading technological and 
engineering capabilities do not 
T]S�cWTaT��R^]cX]dP[[h�aTŌ]X]V�cWTXa�
range of products and services 
within Transport Infrastructure 
to meet evolving customer 
requirements. Striving to work with 
an expanding group of customers 
and industries, both in the UK and 
in several key international markets 
-�X]R[dSX]V�cWT�I]XcTS�GcPcTb��
9da^_T��P]S�cWT�AXSS[T�9Pbc��MT[cTRW�
has the proven track record in the 
railway and transport sectors.

Yeltechs expert team have delivered 
a wide range of solutions to the 
industry, including sophisticated 
track temperature monitoring, 

wireless safety signalling solutions 
as well as track/bank-side structure 
surveying. Also developing and 
supplying custom applications for 
testing vibration and void at track 
points. All can be managed within 
their cloud based IoT system. 

KXcW�P]�X\_aTbbXeT�bZX[[�bTc�
covering the development of 
bespoke solutions in addition 
to comprehensive mechanical, 
electrical and electronic capabilities, 
Yeltech has the complete range of 
necessary skills in-house.

Reliable Customer 
Support

Their multi-project teams work 
closely with our customers to 

deliver advanced and cost-friendly 
installations for the utilisation of 
reliable data or the manufacture of 
monitoring products. Full technical 
bd__^ac�Xb�^ňTaTS�U^a�cWT�dbT�^U�
all products and their expert team 
is available to provide ongoing 
training and assistance.

H^�Ō]S�^dc�\^aT�^]�MT[cTRWb�
products and how they can help 
with safe, secure, and reliable 
solutions, visit fff�hT[cTRW�R^\.

https://yeltech.com
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